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Poly ROTC
to receive
Army award

Women, minorities
convene to discuss
common problems
By Lavra Davids

suit wtiif
Women and minorities in the
California
State
University
system met this weekend in
Sonoma to discuss and share
common problems and to look for
possible solutions.
Cal Poly administration, facul
ty, staff and students were rep
resented at the Women’s Council
of the State University meeting
by four Cal Poly delegates.
“ The council acts as a catalyst
to promote diversity, — b<Mh
ethnic and gender diversity, to be
supportive of women and to
identify and present concerns of
diverse women in the CSU
system,'* said sociology professor
Barbara Mori.
The independent organization
held a meeting last weekend at
Sonoma State University.
Mori, a member of the council
for three years, said that the
group presented issues — both
information and solutions —
about the treatment of women
and minorities. It also gives
support to underrepresented
groups through the sharing of
ideas and experiences.

The council is a “ feminist"
organization in the sense that it’s
concerned with opportunities on
cam puses for women and
minorities, said Mori. It also
tries to help women pursue
career and study goals.
All members, said Mori,
whether administrators or stu
dents, are treated equally.
“ No one is labeled, and there is
equal p a r t i c i p a ti o n from
everyone," said Mori.
Willi Coleman, another of Cal
Poly’s representatives to ' the
conference, said, “ The goal is to
form a body which addresses
problems of women in the CSU
system."
The most helpful aspect of the
conference for Coleman was be
ing reminded of all the things
women have in common.
“ I belong to a family," she
said.
The program is fairly new. And
at this weekend’s sixth meeting,
it was decided that the annual
conferences would now be held
every other year, with scaleddown meetings being held anSec COUNCIL, page 4

By Kathryn Hults
Staff Wrttaf

Cal Poly ROTC will receive the
first nationwide Gen. Douglas
MacArthur Foundation Award
for outstanding medium-size
ROTC units and for training the
future leadership of the Army.
Award selection is based on
four cri teria: mission accomplished-adjudicated, mission
accomplished-contracted, order
of merit list and training
management
indicators.
Eighty percent of the scoring
is done by Cadet Command, and
20 percent is done by the region
according to region criteria.

OAaatLL MINOMm IM 0OMy

Mark Hanlay of Maino Construction aproada comant on tha futura offica
building for tha Cal Poly Foundation.

Bank of America sued in student loan losses
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Nine
of the world’s largest banks ask
ed a federal judge to shift re
sponsibility to Bank of America
for they called the most expen
sive foul-up ever in the nation’s
student loan program.
Identical U.S. District Court
lawsuits filed Monday said Bank
of Americ as to blame for an
estimated $630 million in student
loan losses because, as loans
trustee, it failed to ensure proper
procedures were followed.
Huge losses in the complicated
case stem from failure to follow
federal guideline for collection of
$1.4 billion in student loans.

which in turn voided federal
guarantees for the loans.
Bank of America, which anti
cipated the suits, said it would
have no comment because it had
yet to see the suits.
The bar filing the suits were
Citibank, the nation’s largest
bank; Raiffeisen-Boerenleenbank
of the Netherlands; and seven of
Japan’s largest banks, Dai-Ichi
Kangyo, Sumitomo, Fuji, In
d u s t r i a l Ba nk of J a p a n ,
Miubishi, Bank of Tokyo and
Mitsubishi Trust.
State and federal auditors
discovered required collection
procedures were neglected on at
least 250,000 loans, the suits

Spring quarter: 23 units
and no rest fo r the weary
By Lynne Hasidnuin
StaNWrItvr

While many people will
spend their free time catching
some rays at the beach this
spring, the best place to find
Mike Moore when he is not in
class is in the library.
Moore, a senior industrial
technology major, is taking 23
units for a grade, challenging
to take another four, and doing
his senior project this quarter,
which quite possibly could
make him the student with the
most units at Cal Poly.
“ 1 am taking a physics class
with a lab, thermodynamics,
ethics, speech, humanities,
electronics with a lab, produc
tion management and a few
I.T. classes," he said. “ A lot of
my classes are the ones under
the general education require
ment that 1 haven’t been able

O b i s p o

to get. I’m graduating soon, so
1 have to take this many
units."
Moore is no stranger to
loading up on classes. Last
quarter he took 20 units.
“ So far, it hasn’t been all
that bad," he said, “ and I even
have a little free time left at
the end of the day. I don’t have
that many tests yet, but it is
the day-to-day stuff that is
h a rd , lik e g e ttin g
th e
homework and case studies
done that are due."
Since so many of his classes
require projects at the end of
the quarter, Moore thinks he
will only have five or six finals
to take.
“ The secret to having to take
a lot of units is to just sit down
and make a calendar of what
you have to do and by when,”
he said. “ You have to keep at
it day by day to stay ahead."

said.
The banks involved in the suits
had extended letters of credit to
back the $1.4 billion in loans,
mostly to vocational school stu
dents who have a notoriously
high default rate, the suits said.
While the letters of credit
made the banks responsible for
any defaults, the banks believed
they were protected because the
loans were guaranteed by the
federal government. Strict col
lection guidelines were required,
however.
The suits also allege Bank of
America processed hundreds of
millions of dollars nostudent
loans through United Education

& Software, a suburban Encino
firm eventually bought by BofA,
even after California authorities
uncovered problems in July 1986.
The U.S. Department of
Education said i arch that it
wouldn’t honor the loan guaran
tees.
“ As a result, the banks will be
forced to pay out hundreds of
millions of dollars ... which will
not be reimbursed," the lawsuits
said.
Losses have already exceeded
$330 million and estimates of
total losses range from $430
million to $630 million. Bank of
Tokyo said it alone has lost $177
million.

Poly swimming pools
to remain operating
Drought may pose future problem
By Ron Espejo
Staff Writar

Both of Cal Poly’s swimming
pools will continue operating
under normal conditions, even
though the possibility of a
drought along the Central Coast
increases daily.
“ W e’re o p eratin g
at
a
minimum level right now on both
pools, but to my knowledge there
is no cutback in the near future,"
said Dwayne Head, head of
physical education and recreation
administrator.
The two pools, Crandall (in
door) and the outdoor pool, con
tain 134,000 and 190,000 gallons
of water respectively.
“ No significant changes will
take place until we are told to do

so,” Head said. “ With the water
we have now, we’re trying to
maintain a certain level of
cleanliness."
As with Cal Poly’s pools, the
public swimming pools in San
Luis O bispo h av en ’t been
ordered to do anything in terms
of cutting down on water use.
But at Sinsheimer Park, several
plans are being made. The
maintenance department may
allow the park’s grass to die, and
hosing down the decks after pool
hours may stop.
“ We will be posting signs
around the park so the public can
cooperate in saving water,” said
Robin Perrin, coordinator of
aquatics. "The possibility of no
more showering may also occur."
See WATER, page 4

“ The student battalion placed
well in several inspections, in
cluding the bi-annual federal in
spection," said Capt. Mark Ear
ly, assistant professor of Military
lien ee.
The battalion scored well in
training, supply accountability,
safety of people and the perfor
mance of the cadets at camps, he
said.
Winners from each region were
forwarded to Cadet Command in
Fort Monroe, Va., for the selec
tion of three nationwide winners.
Awards are based on the
potential enrollment of students
in each ROTC program.
Cal Poly will receive the honors
for being the nation’s best mid
dle-sized ROTC battalion with
potential enrollment from SOO to
999 students. Early said.
“ We heard rumblings of the
award in January," he said. The
award was confirmed at the
beginning of April.
The award consists of plaques
presented to the winning bat
talion, the region and the ROTC
Cadet Command Headquarters.
The region and headquarters
plaques will list the annual win
ners for 10 years.
The award will be presented by
the highly-decorated Brig. Gen.
Gary L. Brown, commander of
the U.S. Army Fourth ROTC
Region at Fort Lewis, Wash.
Brown attended the United
States Military Academy, West
Point, served in Vietnam and in
1980 was selected to attend the
Army War College.
This the first year for the
presentation of the award. In
October 1987, the Gen. Douglas
M acA rthur F o u n d atio n re
quested a nationwide award for
ROTC units.
The Gen. Douglas MacArthur
Foundation and Museum was
established in 1962 to honor
MacAuthur.
The foundation also sponsors
the yearly MacArthur Cadet
Award given to students at
military schools, the MacArthur
Writing Award on Leadership
presented at the Armed Forces
Staff, Army Command and
General Staff Colleges, the
MacArthur Leadership Award
received by outstanding com
p an y
g ra d e
o f f ic e r s
at
MACOMS, the National Guard
and Army Reserve, high school
essay contests and research
grants.
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Cold fusion creates confusion
So what is all this cold fusion
crap? Is it true? Have the
heavens opened up majestically
to give mankind cheap power or
49-cent tacos at Taco Bell?
Now, I don’t know much about
science (aside from 3-2-1 Con
tact), but the way I understand
it, two chemists from University
of Southampton, England, and
the University of Utah simulta
neously announced they stuck a
palladium wire with a current in
to “ heavy” water and somehow
created fusion energy. (To the
School
of
S c ien c e
and
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How do you attach a value to art? Not an individual painting
or play, but art itself and its effects on society? The question
is unanswerable; nay, it’s meaningless. The cantata isn’t ac
cessible to the calculator.
Yet that’s the conundrum facing federal and state budgetmakers asked to allocate funds to art. In a time of “ more will
than wallet,’’ every public expenditure is expected to yield a
return. But what’s the return on art?
Whoever becomes the new chairman or chairwoman of the
National Endowment for the Arts had better be prepared to
answer that question.
Law makers have an unenviable dilemma. Who would want
to explain to a homeless family why tax dollars should go to
chamber music? Yet most people sense that our society would
become culturally impoverished, and ultimately less civilized,
if the arts had to rely solely on private support.
Just because art is resistant to cost-benefit analysis doesn’t
mean it lacks great public worth. But the case has to be made.

Mathematics, I apologize for my
ignorance.)
Fusion, of course, is the magic
buzzword, much like fission used
to be. Fission turned out to be
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By
Stewart McKenzie

evil and nasty, of course. But I’ve always read
you’ve got to heat particles to 50 million trillion
degrees in something similar to a Kenmore appli
ance. Heck, these scientists have never eaten at an
International House of Pancakes.
Unfortunately, the scientific community scoffed.
Experiments were duplicated around the globe to
imitate the Southampton/Utah finding's.
• Professor Cuthbert Calculus, from the Euro
pean comic books of “ Tintin,” disclosed finding
cold fusion by inserting a toothpick into a pen
dulum.
• Researchers from Condie College in San Jose
discovered what they thought was cold fusion by

shooting cole slaw from a highpsi water gun into a Kentucky
Fried Chicken breast. The fin
dings were found invalid,
however, when it was discovered
it was another bad meal combo.
• Cal Tech students stuck a
condom over a banana and at
tempted cold fusion by sticking
it up tailpipes of faculty
automobiles. No fusion was
realized, but the film footage was
a source of much amusement at
the campus.
• Dr. Dean Edell was close to
the breakthrough when he stuck
darning needles through his
hands on “ Geraldo.” But he was
forced to give up on the experi
ment when the audience started
demanding the needles be stuck
in Geraldo’s face.

• Professor Egbert Wasserman at Cornell, in his
attempt to realize cold fusion, was found naked
and jumping swan-like from his faculty office into
a nearby fountain. I don’t know what this has to
do with cold fusion, but I just threw it in to keep
you awake.
• And at Cal Poly, diligent members of the Math
Club stayed up all night to discover you can’t
create cold fusion by sticking a hot curling iron in
to a can of V-8. Some of them will be out of the
critical burn unit shortly.
So who’s to say cold fusion is a reality or not?
Why not hot fusion? Or lukewarm fusion? Or tepid
fusion? The possibilities are endless.

Letters to the Editor
Chill out, dude,
like, get a clue
Editor — in response to Doug
DiFranco’s column (“ Hey dude,
like, speak English,” April 13):
You mock what you don’t
understand! Get a clue, dude!

riences available here. Cal Poly
should show a greater degree of
diversity by p rom oting a
multicultural show for Poly
Royal.
If your club is interested in
performing at Poly Royal, please
write a short description of your
performance and submit to the
Cultural Advisory Committee at
the Multicultural Center in room
217D in the University Union.
The CAC will be meeting
Thursday at 11 a.m. at the
Multicultural Center.

ACA for two years.
I lived my whole life in utter
confusion. Will Dad drink
tonight? Will he yell at me? Will
he accuse me of something that I
did not do? Will he hit me, again?
I had had enough, and I joined
ACA two years ago. It was the
best thing I ever did. I would not
be at Poly now if it was not for
the program. It has given me the
strength to assert myself and
realize that I can make it.

C A C seeks clubs
for Royal show A C A member
applauds story

Name withheld

Editor — When Cal Poly stu
dents think of the Poly Royal
theme, “ Unity Through Diversi
ty,’’ I believe that a large
number of students misunders
tand its meaning. In a cultural
context, “ Unity Through Diver
sity” would mean unity of the
school through cultural diversity,
but at Cal Poly it is interpreted
as unity of the school through
diversity of coursework. There is
nothing wrong with the theme;
the overall schedule of events
merely needs to show all aspects
of diversity — from the variety
of programs Cal Poly has to offer
to the diversity of cultural expe

Muskets were
AK-47S of time

Editor — I would like to thank
the Mustang Daily and especially
staff writer Mark Ahlemeyer for
the fantastic story on Adult
Children of Alcoholics (“ Living a
parent’s pain; Kids of alcoholics
find comfort, support through
ACA,” April 14).
The article depicted what all
ACAs feel, and many are unable
to talk about it. They are afraid.
They are unsure. They are con
fused. They sometimes wonder
why God has made them live
through all of this trauma.
1 am one of “ them.” I am an
ACA, happy to say, a recovering

by Berke Breathed
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Editor — This is in response to
Jay Garner’s commentary (“ The
domestic arms race,” April 18).
He ends his piece with the rhe
torical question, “ 1 wonder what
the founding fathers would think
(about the public’s right to bear
semi-automatic assault rifles)?
Let me be very clear that 1 am
neither a hunter nor do I protect
or espouse those who shoot up
our cities with AK-47s. Criminals
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belong behind bars.
I believe there is a reasonable
chance the fathers would have
u ttered
the
contem porary
equivalent of “ Right on!” to Mr.
Garner’s question.
First, let us recognize that the
sin g le-sh o t, m uzzle-loading,
black-powder musket of the
1700s was actually the state-ofthe-art military assault rifle of
those days.
Second, the framers of our
Constitution had just been
through a very trying experience
whereby they had to rigorously
defend the very civil rights we
damn well enjoy today.
Therefore the mind set of the
founding fathers would have
been closely allied with the very
concept of what is now termed in
a popular, but derogatory, man
ner “ assault rifles.”
Technological advances over
the centuries
have
neither
mitigated nor altered the concept
of defense.

Center offers
creative classes
Editor — The well-rounded mind
is not limited in its capabilities to
taking derivatives, determining
reactions or studying soils, but

also has the ability to create. On
ly through creativity can we
progress as a society to higher
levels of existence.
The only way to learn this
valuable skill is to work with it
regularly.
Excellent
oppor
tunities for developing and ex
pressing your creativity are of
fered through the Craft Center,
w hich
has
c la s s e s
in
photography,
clay
working,
flower arranging, air brushing,
jewlery working, bike repair and
others. The classes have no
homework, are non-graded, in
formal and a great deal of fun.
So develop your creativity by
using it regularly. Check out the
classes at the Craft Center in the
lower floor of the University
Union or just stop by to use our
equipment.
Dave Cox, jewelry instructor
Craft Center

Letters Policy
The Mustang Daily wel
comes your letters. Letters
to the editor must be signed
and should contain no more
than 150 words. All letters
are subject to cuts for
length and become the pro
perty of \\\c Daily.
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By Leigh Rubin

R ubes

Rainless April ignites predictions o f May grass blazes
By Jeff Brünings
StaHW rIff____________

Now that the quenching rains
brought from the Alaskan Gulf
are gone, the rich colors of spring
are beginning to fade. Summer’s
guise is distinct, bringing with it
drier weather and the foreboding
threat of fire.
“ The drought is going to put
us in an earlier fire season,” said
Mike Cole, a fire prevention of
ficer at Ranger Unit Head
quarters in San Luis Obispo.
Depending on when the grasses
dry, official fire season is ex
pected to be declared sometime
in early May.
But the droughts of the past
several years are double-edged.
The low rainfalls have allowed
fewer seasonal grasses to grow
which means there is ultimately
less grass fuels to burn.
However, the hills around San
Luis
Obispo
are
critically
drier
— —-—
— _ -_ ^ _
—- —
—
^
than usual. That suggests a
longer fire
Tire season can be exex

pected. Cole said.
San Luis Obispo has received
21.49 inches of rain to date, only
two-thirds of the normal rainfall
for the area, and there is little
hope that more is on the way.
“ April is a transition from the
wet (period) to the dry,” said
Gary Ryan, forecaster for the
National Weather Service in
Santa Maria, whose computer
forecasts hinted that precipita
tion would be above normal and
temperatures below normal for
this month. “ Although this has
not been the case,” he said.
“ Essentially it (the rain) appears
to be over.”
Already there are signs that
summer is on the way. Along the
central coastline, the tall, green
weeds that grew during the
winter months are turning a dus
ty brow n. And now , an
unseasonably large fog bank
3,000- —feet
thick— is hugging
”about
~
—
W
W
the California coast.
“ It’s a summer-like pattern,”

said Sharon Graves, a meteorol
ogist for KSBY, regarding the
heavy marine layer indicative of
a high pressure off-shore match
ed with a low-pressure on the
coast.
Even if the jet stream shifted
to bring in another storm,
chances are likely it would not
bring significant rainfall.
“ If we have anything, it will be
below an inch,” Graves said.
“ When you’re that far below
normal, less than an inch of rain
is not going to really change
things,” she said.
Usual rainfall for the month of
April is 2.02 inches and so far
there has been none.
Fire officials are well aware of
the devastating nature of wild
fires, especially during summer
months marked by drought. Last
year’s Pozo fire in the Los Padres
National Forest has had lasting
effects
on the ecology.
—
^ J “ You will see the scars for quite
a few years to come,” Coles said.

Local pier seeks major funding
to implement needed repairs
By John Kesccker
s u n W r tff

^****"^**^

The Harford pier, which brings
income of close to $2 million a
year for commercial fishermen in
Port San Luis, is in need of major
repair.
Whether or not the pier
receives the necessary work de
pends on how much money can
be put into the project.
“ We’re looking at about a $2.9
million rehabilitation,” said Jay
E ld e r ,
A s s is ta n t
H a rb o r

Manager for the Port San Luis
Harbor District.
The pier’s main uses include
commercial fishing, recreational
boating and public access for
fishing. Whether trying to catch
green-back mackerel off the pier
or trying for the salmon offshore,
the pier is an important part of
life at Port San Luis, said Elder.
Many of the supports and pil
ings on the end of the pier need
replacing. No specific plans have
been made to repair the pier.

Elder said, as the IHarbor
District is still working out the
environmental review with the
federal government.
Federal support for the project
looks grim.
“ With the increasing federal
deficit, there are no federal funds
available,” said Elder. “ We’re
trying to get a $300,(X)0 grant
from the state.”
Until the money is raised,
future repairs of the pier remain
unsure.

Ruling on AIDS case delayed
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
slate appeals court says it can’t
rule on the constitutionality of
mandatory AIDS testing for
those accused of biting police
until a judge decides whether a
San Francisco woman may have
transmitted blood when she
allegedly bit an officer.
Criticizing the San Francisco
Sheriff’s Department for the way
it presented medical evidence,
the 1st District Court of Appeal
said it was lOO uncertain about
the facts of the case to issue a
broad ruling.
Instead, the court returned the

case to San Francisco Municipal
Court Judge Perker Meeks to
determine whether the woman,
Johnetta Johnson, had blood in
her mouth and transmitted it to
a deputy whom she allegedly bit
Jan. 4.
The court also ordered Meeks
to make a specific finding on
whether the disease, acquired
immundeficiency syndrome, can
be transmitted by saliva.
Meeks said after an earlier
hearing that no evidence had
been presented that AIDS can be
caught from saliva, but the ap
peals court said last-minute dec-

la ra tio n s subm ited by the
Sheriff’s Department had created
confusion.
The court’s order, signed by
Presiding Justice Harry Low,
was dated last Friday and was
made public Tuesday.
The case is the first court
challenge to Proposition %, an
initiative approved by state
voters last November.

Teacher shortage
What this means, she added, is
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
recurring
problems with poor
— A nationwide shortage of
student
'achievement
in the
math and science instructors
sciences
and
math.
likely will continue into the next
“Our very best math students,
century, although a study shows
the
top 5 percent of our students,
alternative teacher training pro
score
below the average for stu
grams help offset the shortfall.
dents
in Japan and China,” Ms.
The United States will need
about 20,000 new math and Darling-Hammond said.
The implication is clear, she
science teachers each year for the
said.
The shortage of math and
next decade, said Linda Darlscience
teachers also represents a
ing-Hammond, lead author of a
fundamental
undermining of
Rand C^rp. study on teacher
American
competence
in science
education, which was released
and
technology.
Tuesday.
“If we don’t improve our abili
The Rand study found that
postgraduate training programs ty to produce large numbers of
for career switchers, retirees and well-trained people in scientific
other non-traditional teacher and technical fields, we will not
recruits produce about 2,000 be able to compete economically
science and math instructors a
th e i n t e r n a t i o n a l
year, or 10 percent of the short in
m arketplace,” Darling-Hamfall.
said.
Less than half of the demand mond
C
u
rren
th in k in g among
will be met by graduates of education t reformers
*if we
traditional education programs want to improve the is
quality
of
by 1992, the study adds.
education,
we
have
to
improve
Meanwhile, Ms. DarlingHammond noted, the National the quality of the teaching,” she
Science Teachers Association added.
The biggest obstacles to
estimates that about 30 percent
of the people teaching math or recruiting and retaining good
science are not fully prepared.
science and math teachers are
“Quite often a physical educa similar to those for teachers in
tion teacher will be asked to general: relatively low pay, stu
teach biology because some ad dent disciplinary problems, stu
ministrators view the curriculum dents’ poor motivation, excessive
requirements as similar,” she paperwork and assignment to
non-teaching chores.
said.
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Ball suffers coronary

From pa|{e 1
“ When our voices are scat
ly. The even! is no« funded by tered, they aren’t heard. But in
the eSU system.
concert, our voices can be
Statistics from Fall 1988 show heard,” said Mori, explaining
that Cal Poly has 43 percent this as the major benefit of
female students and 57 percent belonging to the organization.
male students. Minority students
Those interested in getting in
in undergraduate programs make volved should contact a repre
up 21.8 percent of the student sentative and attend a con
population,
while combined ference, said Coleman. The rep
totals of minority students in resentatives on campus are Col
graduate and undergraduate eman, Mori, Rose Hollis, and
programs equals 21.3 percent.
Mary Whiteford.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Lucille Ball, the zany, wide
mouthed redhead who reigned as
queen of comedy for decades,
suffered an apparent heart at
tack Tuesday and was rushed in
to surgery at Cedars-Sinai Medi
cal Center, a hospital spokesman
said.
Miss Bail, 77, arrived at the
hospital about noon with her
husband, Gary Morton, and doc
tors said she had apparently suf
fered a heart attack. The come
dian was conscious when she ar
rived at the hospital.

SIDEWALK

“ She is currently undergoing
surgery.’’ said Cedars-Sinai
spokesman Ron Wise. “ Her con
dition is clearly serious.”
A private ambulance was
summoned by her doctor to her
Roxbury Drive home in Beverly
Hills at 11:05 a.m. The am
bulance arrived at the fashion
able home with red lights and
siren and attendants said she
complained of moderate chest

pains and shortness of breath.
Miss Ball, with late former
husband Desi Arnaz, starred in
the 1951-1957 television show “ I
Love Lucy,” one of the most
popular TV shows of all time. It
is still seen around the world in
syndicated reruns.
The comic went solo in I%2
with “ The Lucy Show.” The
name was changed to “ Here’s
Lucy” in 1968.

WATER
From page 1
The 750,000-gallon Olympicsize pool, built in 1978, has never
had to participate in water con
servation practice.
“ Our goal is to save 30 to 40
percent in our facilities, which
includes the bathroom and pool
itself,” said Don Headley, swim
pool technician at Sinsheimer
Pool.
Headley said they will cut
down on the backwashing (a

method of cleaning the pool) from
six times down to three or four.
“ We just backwashed on
Monday so the next time will be
in July or August,” Headley
said.
Cal Poly is not restricted in its
water use, according to a city
agreement. The school, along
with the city of San Luis Obispo,
gets its water from Whale Rock
Reservoir.

Calendar
W ednesday

For a wide variety of Cal Poly
clothing at reasonable prices
starting at just $2.99,
come to El Corral Bookstore's

April 18,19 & 20
9:00 am-3:00pm
Daily Specials!

Sidewalk Clothing Sale!

EIC brral
Bookstore

The sale is located in the
Textbook Refund Area behind
the bookstore and across
from the Sandwich Plant.

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR FALL '89

"Too Much Privacy?"
Most college students would agree that there is no such thing!
That's why Mustang Village is offering you the ultimate in
independent living . . . your own apartment!
Our private studios start at an affordable $350 a month.
so now you won't ever have to deal with roommates again!
In college, privacy is one good thing you just can't have too
much of, and Mustang Village has it. You can too!

PRIVATE STUDIOS

_

•The African Peace Commit
tee, a coalition of 13 groups, will
present the 4th annual African
Peace Tour. This is an education/organizing project tour on
warfare, m ilitarization and
hunger in Africa. At 5 pm four
speakers from the tour will speak
in Chumash Auditorium. A
reception wall follow. For more
information call 756-1405.

•Get involved! ASI elections wrill
be held tomorrow and Thursday.
•Manumission, the campus
men’s forum will present “Stress
and Men’s Roles,” a lecture and
discussion at 3 p.m. in FOB 24B.

M ustang Lanes

BouJpng
O n ly

8

•Let your creativity flow!
Craft classes are still available
through the Craft Center.
•Volunteers are needed for the
SLO Criterium. For information
call 549-7305.

T hursday

•A leadership Wokshop will be
held in the UU at 11 am, room
218.
• A m e r i c a n I n s t i t u t e of
Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA) will be holding a region 6
conference through Saturday.
Students from Western univer
sities will present papers they’ve
written on areospace, areonautics
and astronautics. For times and
locations of sessions call the
Aeronautical Engineering
Department at 756-2562.
•The Temple Ner Shalom’s
annual Community Seder will be
held at 5:30 pm at the South Bay
Community Center located at
2180 Palisades, Los Osos. $18/
adults, $7/children. Reservations
must be made by Saturday, April
15. For more information call
541-2413.

0
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Bowl by the Minute
9AM - 4PM
Weekdays
Downstairs U.U. Games Area
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Membership Drive
6 p.m.
Thursday, April 20
U.Ü. 220

UPCOMI NG
c

1 MUSTANG (Adjacent to Poly)

EVENTS

Magical Mystery Tour

a I t f o r ri I <

Sat. April 29

543-4950

The Fixx
__________ Sun. May 14
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FBI joins hunt for suspected mass murderer
Winery worker
may have killed
wife, daughters
SANTA ROSA. Calif. (AP) —
The FBI joined the hunt today
for a winery worker suspected of
killing seven people, including
his wife and two young daugh*
ters.
Authorities are already check
ing hundreds of tips from people
who think they might have seen
Ramon Salcido, but there were
no firm leads oh his whereabouts.
Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion spokesman Chuck Latting
said today that the FBI would
seek a warrant for Salcido’s ar
rest for unlawful flight to avoid
prosecution.
” We’re pushing it quite a bit
because we don’t have any in
vestigative information that he’s
left the state of California,” said
Latting, adding that the FBI
would join other law enforcement
authorities in an extensive
manhunt for the suspected mass
murderer.

“ We will finally locate him, but
it’s hard work to do that,” he
said.
Salcido, 28, the subject of a
massive statewide manhunt, was
described as a happy-go-lucky
bar regular and a good worker
but also as a drug user and seller
and a fiercely possessive hus
band who hid his past from his
wife.
His wife, Angela, learned on
Tuesday, only three days before
her death, that Salcido had been
married before and that he had
another child born only a short
time before their own oldest
d a u g h te r, according to a
published report.
After learning of her husband’s
other life, Mrs. Salcido said she
wanted to leave Ramon, the Los
Angeles Times reported in its
Monday editions.
‘“ Now I can get an annul
ment,’” next-door neighbor Steve
Nielsen quoted Mrs. Salcido say
ing.
Salcido also was a regular sell
er and user of cocaine and
possibly
amphetamines,
the
Times reported, quoting several

Daniel Creed refused to release
Ma, being held on two murder
charges at a juvenile hall.
Ma, who was injured in the
explosion at his home, appeared
in court on crutches and was
silent during the detention hear
ing that included statements of
support from victim’s parents.
“ I just think the wrong kids
have been taken as an example,”
said Andre’s father, Larry.
“ It’s enough for us to have one
loss,” said Bhoung Lieu Ma,
mother of 10-year-old Duyen
Nguyen.
Jachimowicz said he hoped the
testimony would affect a pending
decision on whether Ma should
be tried as an adult.

HUNTINGTON
BEACH,
Calif. (AP) — Eighty-sevenyear-old Bill Peterson “ damned
near fell off the davenport”
when he learned he had just
become a millionaire.
Peterson’s 87-year-old wife
was watching the regular
Saturday
night
California
“ Lotto 6-49” draw when she
turned to her husband and
said: “ Honey, you ought to
look at this. I think we’ve got
something here.”
The Petersons were holdin’ a
ticket worth half of Saturday’s
jackpot of $13,466,322 or $6.73
million.
“ We’ll find a place for it.

Nation
Trial close to end in D.C.
■- M k

Prosecutor likens North’s tactics to Hitler, Joe Isuzu

W ASH INGTON
(A P)
—
Oliver North and national secu
rity adviser Robert McFarlane
collaborated in lies to Congress
reminiscent of the tactics Adolf
Hitler used in ruling Nazi Ger
many, the prosecutor said today
in final arguments at North’s
Iran-Contra trial.
“ North and McFarlane were
following Adolf Hitler’s official
strategy, which is the victor will
never be asked if he told the
truth,” prosecutor John Keker
told the jury.
Keker also contended that
North, a former White House
aide, tried to clear himself of
charges by claiming “ the devil
made me do it.”
North “ blames other people.
‘McFarlane made me to it. Casey
told me to do it,” ’ he said.
William Casey was CIA director
at the time.
Keker also called North “ the
Joe Isuzu of government” for
allegedly telling lies to the at
torney general in November 1986
as the Iran-Contra affair was
erupting.
Isuzu is a character in an tele
vision auto commercial who lies
outrageously.
Defense attorney
Brendan
Sullivan will follow Keker with
closing arguments before the
case goes to the jury later this
week.
North is accused of 12 criminal
charges, including obstructing

was shot and wounded on Fri
day.
The next day, Salcido’s miss
ing daughters were found with

their throats cut near a Sonoma
County dump. Two were dead,
but one survived and identified
her father as the girls’ attackers.

Only surviving daughter
‘very lucky, very strong’
PETALUMA, Calif. (AP) —
Hospital officials say it could
be as long as six weeks before
l it t le
C a rm in a
S a lc id o
recuperates from a slashed
throat police say was inflicted
by her father.
“ People at the hospital be
lieve she is a very lucky little
girl, very strong,” said Mary
F r o s t,
p u b lic
r e la tio n s
manager at Petaluma Valley
Hospital.
“ We’re happy to report she’s
still in stable condition,” Frost
said of Carmina, who will be
four next week.
The child, who played with
stuffed teddy bears Monday in
her hospital bed, is “ resting
comfortably
and
sleeping

well.”
On Saturday afternoon,
Carmina was found in her pa
jamas with her throat cut ear
to ear. Her two dead sisters lay
next to her.
Their father, Ramon Salcido,
is suspected of slitting the
throats of all three girls.
Frost showed reporters three
cartloads of toys and cards —
only some of the hundreds of
items brought to the hospital
for her by concerned citizens.
Callers are flooding the
hospital and Sonoma County
Sheriffs Department with of
fers of adopting the girl,
d o n a tin g money and re 
questing how they can help.

Former car dealer wins millions,
says 'near fell o ff the davenport*

Teen’s attorney says film
played role in fatal blast
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) — An
attorney for a teen-ager accused
of killing two people with a pipe
bomb says the movie The Ter
minator played a role in the fatal
blast.
“ The movie was instrumental
in teaching these juveniles how
to make these devices,” attorney
Albie Jachimowicz said after a
hearing on Monday. He referred
to defendant Chi Ma, 17, and
Craig Andre, who died in the
April 6 explosion that also killed
Ma’s niece.
Jachimowicz said Ma and An
dre learned how to stuff a pipe
with gunpowder from the Arnold
Schwarzenegger film.
On Monday, San Jose Judge

of his acquaintances who did not
want their names used.
The night before the slayings
of Mrs. Salcido, three of her
relatives and one of her hus
band’s
c«-workers,
Salcido
stayed out drinking until 2 a.m.,
then snorted cocaine with a
friend, according to the Times,
quoting acquaintances.
Sonoma County Sheriff’s in
vestigators have received con
flicting reports — that Salcido
used drugs and that he was not a
drug user, Lt. Jerry White said
Sunday. Detectives had no in
formation that Salcido allegedly
sold drugs.
On Friday, Mrs. Salcido, 24,
was shot to death in the couple’s
home in the town of Boyes Hot
Springs, and their three young
daughters were missing. On the
same day, Mrs. Salcido’s mother
and two younger sisters, 8 and
12, were battered and their
throats cut in their Cotati home.
The girls also had been raped and
sodomized, and one was nearly
decapitated.
One of Salcido’s co-workers
was fatally shot, and another

Congress and making false
statements to Congress and the
attorney general. They focus on
an alleged attempt to cover up
various aspects of a secret
Reagan administration operation
to aid the Contra rebels in
Nicaragua when Congress bann
ed U.S. aid.
Conviction on all counts carries
up to 60 years in prison and $3
million in fines.
“ The tragedy of Oliver North
is that the man who cared so
much for freedom in Nicaragua
forgot about the demands of
freedom ... here at home,” said
Keker.
He said that if North had
loo’xed up when he went into the
Nov. 23, 1986 interview with the
attorney general, he would have
seen these words inscribed in
stone:
“ Where law ends, tyranny
begins.”
Keker said North responded to
congressional inquiries in the late
summer of 1985 by falsely deny
ing that the National Security
Council staff was assisting the
Nicaraguan rebels.
In preparing the letters. North
was “ shutting down, obstruc
ting, halting, fouling up” the
congressional
inquries,
said
Keker.
North made similar denials a
year later in a meeting with the
House Intelligence Committee.
When he took the witness

stand in his own defense. North
cried in describing the false
statements he had made to the
committee on Aug. 6, 1986.
“ Were they real tears or were
they crocodile tears?’’ said
Keker. “ When he lied to them, he
didn’t shed any tears. He was
thorough and convincing.”
North acknowledged that he
didn’t tell the committee the
truth, but said he didn’t know he
was breaking the law in doing so.
Keker dismissed North’s sug
gestions that he was following
orders from top Reagan ad
ministration officials^ such as
McFarlane and Cas’ey. Such
claims arc “ no more a defense”
than “ the devil made me do it,”
the prosecutor said.
“ Telling the truth is something
you learned at your mother’s
knee,” prosecutor Keker told the
jury following eight weeks of
testimony in the trial of the
former White House aide.
“ Government by deception is
not a free government,” Keker
said. “ Government by deception
is not a democratic government.
Government by deception is not
a government under the rule of
law.”
He said that in contrast to
North’s portrait of himself as a
Marine who simply followed
orders, the former National Se
curity
Council
aide
also
“ described himself as a man of
great power.”

We’re going to spend every
dime. I’m just sorry this didn’t
happen 2S years ago when we
were really kicking,’’ said
Peterson, who buys a couple of
lottery tickets each week. “ I
bet we hear from relatives we
never even heard of.”
Syed Mohsin, a Pakistani
immigrant who picked all of
the correct numbers on a ticket
he purchased at an Alamedi
drugstore, will also get $6.73
million, lottery officials said
Monday.
The winning numbers in the
California Lottery’s twiceweekly game picked Saturday
night were S, 9, 24, 36, 41 and

49. The bonus number was 7.
“ Sometimes I spend $40 a
week playing,” Mohsin said.
“ On Saturday, I had five $S
tickets and a $1 ticket for my
wife. The winning numbers
came on the fourth $5 ticket.”
Peterson and Mohsin each
will receive $275,200 after
taxes every year for the next
20 years, lottery officials said.
Mrs. Peterson said the
jackpot will give her the edge
at her high school reunion in
Hutchinson, Kan., which she
attends each June.
“ There’s only nno of us left
and I’m going to be the big hit.
you can bet,” she said.

PST“

Japanese.high schçol
to open m America
SW EETW A TER, T cnn.
(A P) — Many Jap an ese
workers transferring to their
companies’ U.S. branches have
a problem: American schools
don’t prepare their children for
the tough competition to get
into a Japanese university.
Japan’s solution — and a
testament to the growing Jap
anese presence in this country
— is Tennessee Meiji Gakuin
High School, which will be the
first fully accredited Japanese
high school in America when it
opens May 10.
“ Our goal is to give educa
tion to the children of overseas
assigned business people,’’
though the first class of 25 in
cludes only one student whose
family lives in the United
States, said director Hiroshi
Jo.
“ Although we said it will be
for American-based people, it
will be two to four years before
we have enough enrollment to
operate that way,” Jo said. He
said families in Japan may
have been more familiar with
the parent school, Meiji
G akuin
U n iv ersity ,
th an
workers already in the United
States.
“ Nothing is more important
to Japanese families than the
education of their children,”
said former Gov. Lamar Alex
ander, president of the Univer
sity of Tennessee and sched-

uled keynote speaker for the
opening. “ College entrance is
very competitive and deter
mined almost exclusively by
results.
“ If they fall behind
while they’re in the U.S., that
is a very dramatic problem for
a Japanese family.”
Owned and operated by the
Tokyo university with the
support of Japan’s Ministry of
Education, the coed school will
open with grades 10, II and 12
on the Japanese school year,
April through March with 250
days of class.
School was to start Satur
day, but students and teachers
ran into problems getting
visas, Jo said. “ I think maybe
because this is the first Japa
nese high school, (immigration
officials) are carefully handling
reviewing this matter.”
“ It maybe more
expensive
than some can afford, but
many send kids to colleges
that are quite expensive,” Jo
said. “ I also think some com
panies will begin to subsidize
overseas education. That need
is more and more confirmed by
both the people of Japan and
the government.”
The academic life will be
pretty restrictive, he said.
“ They will have to check out of
the dorms if they want to
leave. And e have a lot of
study requirements that will
take a lot of their time.”
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Sports

Ozzie brings big bat
Polo, motorcyclists get wet, dirty
back in win over N.Y.
By Lisa Cox

Special to tha Dally

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Erase any
doubts about Ozzie Smith com*
ing back. The St. Louis Cardinals
shortstop did.
Smith, who missed the Car
dinals’ first seven games this
season because of a rib-cage in
jury, debuted with a flair in two
weekend games against the New
York Mets.
He had five hits in eight at*
bats as the Cards won both
Saturday and Sunday.
Smith singled twice in St.
Louis’ victory Saturday, his se
cond hit setting up the winning
run in the lOth inning. On Sun
day, after the Cardinals trailed
2-0, his three singles ignited
another comeback.
It wasn’t until shortly before
Saturday’s nationally televised
game that team physician Stan
London gave Smith permission
to play.
“ Actually, it was about five
minutes before the game,’’ Smith
said. “ I told Dr. London that I’d
done all the things that he’d
asked me to do — throw on the
run. turn the double play and all
those things and I didn’t feel any
pain.’’
Still, Manager Whitey Herzog
had reservations about Smith be
ing ready.
“ The doctor said he was all
right, but you always worry,’’
Herzog said. “ (But) the first play

he made he landed on his side. If
he didn’t get hurt, then he’s not
going to get hurt.’’
Smith said he did nothing ex
traordinary in his rehabilitation.
“ I’ve been riding a (stationary)
bike, which is the only thing that
I could have done,” he said.
First baseman Pedro Guerrero
said Smith’s return, which sent
fill-in Jose Oquendo back to se
cond base, boosted St. Louis’
mood.
“ It’s a lot different for us with
Ozzie at shortsop and Oquendo
at second base,’’ Guerrero said.
“ It seemed like we went out
there to win the game. We battl
ed to extra innings, and we
played great defense.”
Smith, after a postgame rubdown he received at home Satur
day night from his wife, came
back Sunday with a two-RBI
performance.
“ As long as I can play without
any pain, then everything is
fine,” Smith said. “ I guess it
goes to show that winning is
much more than really being able
to make a big play or get a big
hit. It’s being able to help your
team from a psychological
standpoint, and hopefully I did
that."
“ When you play a ballclub
such as the Mets, with their
outstanding pitching, anytime
that you can beat them it’s very
positive,” Smith said.

The Cal Poly women’s water
polo club finished third at last
weekends tournameitt in San
Diego, winning three out of its
five games against some of the
toughest teams in the nation.
Cal Poly lost the first game
against San Diego’s nonc o lle g ia te
te a m ,
11-7.
Freshman Jenni Samson had a
good game with three steals
and one assist.The Mustangs
received two goals each from
Kandi Eckard, Janet Roellig,
and Lisa Cox.
The Mustangs also droppped
the second game of the tour

By Tracy C. Fowler
SUff Writer

The Cal Poly Penguins
motorcycle club hosted their
39th annual Hi-Mountain Enduro last weekend near Pozo.
On Saturday. 325 cyclers
and their families gathered at
Turkey Flats, a camping area
located 35 miles northeast of
San Luis Obispo in the Los
Padres National Forest.
Bill Blocher, Penguin club
president, described an enduro
as a race against the clock
rather than a competition be
tween riders.
“ It is a timed event, in which
speeds are controlled by the
club,” Blocher explained. “ The

n a m e n t.
A lth o u g h
the
Mustangs played an intense
game, a let-up in the second
quarter gave the third-ranked
UC San Diego team the win
with a final 10-6 score.
On Saturday, Cal Poly faced
the nation’s second-ranked
team, UC Santa Barbara. The
game was tight from start to
finish, with Cal Poly pulling off
the 7-6 upset. Eckard and Cox
again led the Mustangs to the
victory. Eckard had eight
steals, four assists, and two
goals. Cox also had an excep
tional game with four steals,
three assists, and two goals.
Laura Abele, Trina Clayton,
and O’ Connell rounded out the

Mustang’s scoring with one
goal apiece.
On Sunday, Cal Poly beat
UC Irvine 10^. The win was
especially satisfying because
the Mustangs had lost to UCI
twice earlier in the year.
Eckard and O’Connell each
scored four goals to lead Cal
Poly to the win.
The final game against UC
Berkeley went into two sudden
d eath
o v ertim es. E ckard
scored the winning goal in the
5-4 Cal Poly win.
“ I just wanted them to play
really well,” said coach Jamie
Stuart. “ 1 had no idea that
they would beat the number
two team in the nation.”

enduro rider participates in
both a mental competition and
a physcial endurance test.”
Starting at 7:30 a.m. Sun
day, four riders left the star
ting line every minute and
trekked across the 85 mile
pre-marked course. The last
rider crossed the finish line at
2:30 pm.
It will take about two weeks
to tabulate the results of the
event.
Men and women entrants
from all over California, in ad
dition to entrants from Reno,
Nevada, participated in three
categories: beginning, inter
mediate, and expert. Partici
pants ranged in age from 14 to
mid-60s.

The enduro is the club’s big
gest event of the year and its
only fundraiser. All monies
earned are used for next year’s
race.
To plan for the event, the
club first had to spend $2,0(X)
for permits and bonds from the
forest service and other county
organizations. Other expenses
included the ambulance that
had to be on hand during the
enduro, and public bathrooms.
The club also had to provide
a search and rescue service,
which was supplied on a vol
untary basis from the county
sheriffs department.
“ After this event, school’s a
cinch,” Blocher said, “ We’re
looking forward to our 40th!”
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A8HT0N-TATE, the premier developer of microcomputer
ITM
business software products like dBASE IVT FRAMEWORK
MultiMate Advantage \\T MASTER GRAPHICSr and the Macintosh
products, including Full Impact^ ahd FullWrite Professionar will be
on campus:
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(No Experience Necessary)
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Monday, May 1

Certification Ciass
L ocation: Pt. Sal
D ate: April 29 & 30
F ee: $79

We will camp overnight.
Please bring a sleeping bag
or tent.

interviewing

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL
1 •962-8999

Computer Science,
Engineerino and
Business MIS degree candidates

STUDENT&YOUTH
Lx'«'

for positions as:

BO OKNOW FOR
SUMMER

Technical Support Representatives

R E TU R N F U Q H T 8

If you’re a strong dBASE programmer and have excellent verbal
communication skills, see your Career Planning and Placement
Office for more details and to sign up.

A ASHTON T a t e
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20101 Hamilton Avenue ■ Torrance, CA 90502
Equal Opportunity Employer
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L O N D O N ____ _ from $650
O S L O __________ irmo $750
S TO C K H O LM _ from $750
CO P EN H AG EN from $760
PARIS__________ from $690
FR A N K FU R T __ from $650
S Y D N E Y ______ from $745
B A N G KO K ___ _ from $826
T O K Y O ________ from $585
C O S TA RICA __ from $370
R IO D E JANEIROfrom $850
• DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE
• EQUALLY LOW ONE WAY FARES
• MULTI-STOP/ROUND THE WORLD
FARES AVAILABLE
• EURAIL PASSES AVAILABLE
• TO UflS-USSR. CHINA, EUROPE
•
• CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE
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E X C E P T IO N A L
M A N A G E M E N T O P P O R T U N IT IE S
For exceptional college grads (and those who are soon to be)
a

CURRENT O PPO R TU N ITIES :
• NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

SOFT CONTACT LENSES-PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
BAUSCH & LOMB SOFTSPIN
SOFTMATE B........................$32/pr.

BAUSCH 4 LOMB ’ U’ .......$45/pr.

• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

CIBA SOFTCOLORS........$65/pr.
BAUSCH 4 LOMB'0 *
LOFTMATEW.W................... $41/pr.

DURASOFT OPAQUES.... $130/pr.

VARIOUS BRANDS AVAILABLE
P(MM call 349-3409 •216 W. Main St, Santa Maria

• AVIATION

• LAW

• MEDICINE

• INTELLIGENCE

• CIVIL ENGINEERING

When it comes to copying.
We’ve got the Right Stuff!

• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

Sign up for an interview in the Career Placement Olhce.
Interviews will be held in the Career Office___________
on

rOQIL MCHARWS OQPV^ CENIER

April 26

NAVY OFFICER \Ybouu aarer eTom
orrow .
th e N avy.

_____T^mnsT oopniRS n Tom_____

850 Foothill • U niversity Square • 7 till M idnight • 541-COPY

The Nation's
L a rg n i Publisher
U frju n p u s
Telephone D lie cto rics

POLY QUALITY

SUMMER JO BS

ARMY ROTC/CALIFORNIA ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
OPPORTUNITY!
Make the transition into the business
world selling yellow page advertising for
your campus telephone directory,or for
other campus directories nationwide.

EXPERIENCE!
Gain Valuable Experience in Sales,
Advertising, Marketing and Public
Relations.

NAME: TROY CARPENTER
MAJOR: AG MANAGEMENT
STATUS: SINGLE

TRAINING!
Five Day Expense-Paid Sales Training
Program in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Train with 200 other college students from
across the country.

MONEY!
13,100 Average Earnings for the Ten Week
Sales Period. Opportunity for a Profitable
Summer.

Interviewing on Campus:
Wednesday, April 26
Sign-up: Placement Center

HOMETOWN: CUYAMA VALLEY

INTERESTS:
AVIATION FOR CALIFORNIA
ARMY & NATIONAL GUARD
HORSE, CATTLE JUDGING
BAREBACK BRONC,
CALF-ROPING
HONORS:
SELECTED FOR ROTC
CAMP CHALLENGE
RUNS HIS OWN BUSINESS

Stop by Dexter Hall, Military Science for info
on Summer Leadership Training opportunities,
ext 7682. Captain Earley or Major Christensen

ARMY ROTC/CALIFORNIA ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

Amount Faid$
Check #
Date

M ustang D aily Classified Advertising Order Form
Graphic Am Bldg #226 San Ions Obispo, CA 93407
(805)7%-1143

Please Attach Your Check to This Fonn

Name_____________________________
Campus Club ASI Box # _____________
Street_____________________________
City_______________ Z ip __________ _
Telephone________________ _________
Social Security #____________________

Ad runs

Ad Starts______________

Times to run

Ads turned in by:
Monday, 10 a.m...............
Tuesday, 10 a.m..............
Walnesday, 10 a.m...........
Thursday, 10 a.m.............
Friday, 10 a.m.................

may start running on:
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday

1-3 days
4-5 days
6-f days

$1.10 per line per day
$1.(X) per line per day
$ .90 per line per day

To Calculate Cost of Ad: (2-Line Minimum Per Day)

# 14 Point Lettering, count as 2 lines

#24 Point Lettering, count as 4 lines

Check appropriate classification:
3 17 Typing
19 Mttoellaneout
21 Travel
23 Ride Share
^ 25 Opportumties
27 Employirteni
29 For Sale
^ 31 Steico Equipment

$ ____ .____

X $ ____ ..

(# of lines)
I Campus dubt
3 AimounotmcM
S Penonals
7 Gfcdi News
9 Events
10 Enseitammcni
II Lofl A Found
n 13 Wanted
J 15 ServKcs

(Max 13 characters per line)

33 .Mopedt A Cydei
35 Bicyde
37 Automobiles
39 Roommates
41 Rental Housing
43 Homes for Sak
45 Lmd for Sale
47 Rdigious

(Max 8 characters per line)
=

$.

($ per line) (# of days) (extra charges) Total Amount Due
(sec rates above)
(if any-see below)

dChecks Only Please

ÉBoldface $1 Extra ”Per Pay”

dassifird Advertising Policies
All advertising copy and materials aic wbjea to acoepunce by the Mustang Daily General Manager.
The General Manager leiervet die nghi to reject afl or any ponion oi the copy or art submitted
at any time prior to puMicaliun, even d maicnal has previously been accepted or published

f f Write your ad copy here
WHEN YOl ARE USING ALL CAPITALS, STOP AT OR BEIORE BOX 30. OTHERWISE YOU MAY CONTINUF. TO THE END OF THE IJNE
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8 0 ^ p e r lin e p e r d a y
(save 300 per line)
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 9,1989

One Coupon per ad
** »

1 Line FREE
bold lettering
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 9,1989

One Coupon per ad

1 FREE DAY
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World
Students rally for democracy
BEIJING (AP) — Thousands
of students demanding greater
¡democracy
marched
around
Tiananmen Square on Tuesday
night in one of the biggest
Displays of student discontent
Keen in the capital.
I Some of the 3,000 students had
Staged a daylong sit-in in front of
he Great Hall of the People, the
eat of government located next
the sq u are, dem anding
freedom of press and speech and
lhat government leaders disclose
(heir incomes.
“ Long live democracy!“ they
rhanted. “ Down with dictator
ship! Down with corruption!”
A disorderly mass of thou
sands of workers, peasants and
^oung people followed the stu;nts. They did not participate
lirectly in the demonstrations.
The crowd swelled to perhaps
Is big as 10,000 as dissenters
leaded west down Changan
Joulevard, Beijing’s main thorlughfare. Thousands remained in
Ihe square after the flag-waving,
Chanting students left.
Many expressed support for
(he goals of the students, al

though some said the rally would
achieve nothing. Others said
economic issues were more im
portant.
“ You can’t eat democracy,”
said a worker who complained
about inflation, running at a
record 30 percent and more in
some Chinese cities.
A high school student said few
of his classmates joined the pro
test because they do not want to
jeopardize their chances of get
ting into a university. A teacher
said his colleagues worried they
might lose their jobs or wages.
Students from at least seven
Beijing
universities
demon
strated during the day in
Tiananmen Square to mourn the
death of reformist former Com
munist Party chief Hu Yaobang.
Hu, who died of a heart attack
Saturday at age 73, was popular
among students because he
championed the rights of intel
lectuals. Parly conservatives
forced him to resign in 1987 after
accusing him of failing to take
harsh measures against pro
democracy student demonstra
tions that winter. Student calls

Drug smugglers
hanged in Iran

for the government to reassess
Hu’s historical role quickly turn
ed into demands for political
reform.
Tuesday night’s rally began
when students returned a IS-foot
banner honoring Hu to a monu
ment for revolutionary heroes in
the center of the square, China’s
symbolic center of power.
About 2,000 students had
placed the banner on the monu
ment before dawn Tuesday after
a four-hour march from their
campuses.
“ C h i n a ’s
spirit,
always
remember Comrade Yaobang,”
said the banner.
After returning it, the students
marched around the 100-acre
square and onto the boulevard.
Police, who did not try to stop
the demonstrations and kept a
low profile, cleared a lane of traf
fic for the marchers. They later
lined up in front of the Great
Hall, apparently to stop the sit-in
resuming.
The students demanded a gov
ernment response to seven de
mands they made earlier in the
day.

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Ten
convicted drug smugglers were
hanged Tuesday, Tehran radio
reported.
The report, monitored in
Nicosia, said the men smuggl
ed and distributed more than
2,680 pounds of opium, 273
pounds of hashish and 30
pounds of heroin.
Some also were convicted of
kidnapping, illegal possession
of weapons and resisting ar
rest, the radio said.
Iranian authorities launched
a nationwide anti-narcotics
campaign in January and have
arrested more than 2,000 peo
ple allegedly involved in traf
ficking and drug abuse. The
campaign, which has triggered
gun battle with smuggling
gangs, has centered on regions
along the eastern borders with
Afghanistan and Pakistan.
The hangings raised the
number of drug-related execu
tions to 398 since Jan. 21,
when a new law took effect
mandating the death sentence
for anyone caught with even
small quantities of narcotics.

Thousands flee
western Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Thousands of civilians fled
west Beirut on Tuesday as
Christian and Syrian gunners
held their fire briefly to allow
the evacuation of 70 severely
wounded Moslems to a French
hospital ship.
Hundreds of cars packed
with suitcases, mattresses and
blankets sped down a seaside
highway to south and east
Lebanon as the wounded were
assembled outside the home of
acting Prime Minister Slim
Hoss.
Eight pteople were killed and
43 wounded overnight as the
city’s divided population hud
dled in bunkers and bomb
shelters for a night. That rais
ed the toll to 270 killed and 975
w o u n d e d si nce f i g h t i n g
erupted March 8.
Pillars of flame from burning
buildings lighted the sky and
the city was laden with smoke
as Christian army units and
Syrian and Moslem gunners
bombarded the capital with
rocket, artillery and tank fire.

^\]Korean strikers riot
■ I SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
,|itio t police arrested 175 workers
pre-dawn raids at factories
eld by strikers Tuesday and
attled radical anti-government
rotesters during nationwide
arches. At least 11 people were
eported injured.
Prime Minister Kang Youngoon issued orders to use troops
nd military equipment to keep
ital industries like power plants
nd defense factories running if
hey are threatened by strikes.
The government, which says a
r o wi n g wave o f s t r i k e s
hreatens stability, ordered a
rackdown last week. President
i^oh Tae-woo said strikes had
[lost $2.4 billion in lost producjiion and $600 million in reduced
exports this year.
Riot troopers firing tear gas
ijseized the electronics and
^jmachinery factories Tuesday in
jPuchon on the western outskirts
J l o f Seoul, police said. They said
^som e workers hurled firebombs
¡and rocks but reported no injufji ries.
Government officials say milii lant labor unions and dissidents
i are trying to incite a general

strike on May I, an international
labor holiday. Union leaders deny
the charge.
News reports said about 27,000
students took part in protests
Tuesday at 44 campuses across
the country.
About
10,000 ¿ t u d e n t s
shouting “ Down with*^ dictator
ship!” and “ Yankee go home!”
mounted peaceful street marches
outside two Seoul campuses on
the eve of the anniversary of a
I960 student uprising. The stu
dents demanded the ouster of
Roh.
Violent campus riots broke out
in the provincial cities of Chonju,
Taejon, Suwon and Pusan when
police used tear gas to block
students from marching, accor
ding to Yonhap, the South
Korean news agency.
In Pusan, 11 people were in
jured in clashes between about
2,000 demonstrators and riot
police outside Pusan National
Teachers College, Yonhap said.
Riot police stormed the Seoul
office of a government lawmaker
Tuesday and overpowered eight
students who had attacked with
firebombs and occupied it.
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Set Yourself Apart...
next year,
enjoy quiet and privacy at

STAFFORD GARDENS
and

Las Casitas
DELUXE
AND

I

T WO

ONE
BEDROOM

TO W N H O U SE S
3 b lo ck s from ca m p u s

NOW LEASING FOR FALL QUARTER
C A L L 5 4 3 -2 0 3 2

.}

Now all you have
to worry about are
midterms and finals.
VC'e don’t believe academic pressure should be complicated by financial
pressure. That’s why BofA has been offering student loans for more
than 25 years. To find cuit if you qualify for one. just make an
appointment with your schtx'»l’s Financial Aid Administrator. Then pick
up an application at the financial aid office on campus or at your nearest
l^ank of America branch. Or send in a
card from one of our piasters on campus
and well mail you an application. Go
m
ahead—it could be the easiest answer to
Bank of America
the toughest tiuesfion you’ll face all year. 1\ )inn tlx- jLib h)r nx>a- C';ilitiimLm.s.

lor m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n

O FFIC E AT: 1377 ST A F F O R D ST #2, SLO , CA

Itank ol AmL-rkii NTiiyS.A

M i-m lx r rm c

« • • • «
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Ginsburg deletes parts o f opinion in FBI case
WASHINGTON (AP) — Civil
liberties lawyers are criticizing a
highly unusual procedural step
by federal appeals court Judge
Douglas H. Ginsburg, who cited
government secrecy concerns in
deleting two-thirds of his dissent
in a case before releasing it
publicly, The Washington Post
reported.
Ginsburg
sai d
he was
withholding 12 of the 18 pages
because his dissenting opinion
was based on secret government
information.
the
newspaper
reported in its Tuesday editions.

Ginsburg’s opinion was issued
in a suit accusing the FBI, as
part of its domestic surveillance
program of the 1950s and 1960s,
of engaging in illegal activity to
discredit a New York man who
was a Communist Party member.
The government wanted the
U.S. Court of Appeals here to
order a lower court to dismiss the
case without hearing it because it
didn’t want to release material
that the defense wanted to ob
tain through pre-trial discovery
proceedings.
The appeals court rejected the

government
request,
but
Ginsburg dissented and filed an
opinion listing his reasons.
However, major portions of the
judge’s dissent were deleted from
the version released publicly and
also from that given to the plain
tiff’s lawyers.
»
Only government lawyers were
allowed to see the full version.
Kate Martin, director of the
American Civil Liberties Union
project on national security
litigation, said Ginsburg’s secret
opinion was “ totally improper,”
the newspaper said.

She likened it to the secret,
Star Chambers proceedings in
English history.
Martin said, “ It’s bad enough
to have secret evidence. His dis
sent is an effort to write secret
law.”
The plaintiff in the case alleged
that government agents planted
a fictitious report in a car he us
ed, causing Communist Party
members to think he was a gov
ernment informant and expel him
from the party in 1964.
The appeals court majority
said the government had not

presented compelling evidence
that disclosure of its activities 20
and 30 years ago would result in
disclosure of state secrets today.
But Ginsburg, whose nomina
tion to the Supreme Court was
withdrawn two years ago after it
was revealed he had smoked
marijuana, said the lower court
had ignored the government’s
“ legitimate and compelling in
terest in preventing disclosure of
exceedingly sensitive national
security information,” the news
paper said.

Drug sale and use may get
housing tenants ousted
WASHINGTON (AP) — Hous
ing Secretary Jack Kemp said
Sunday his department will make
illegal drug use or sales a specific
violation of public housing leases
as a way to ease the eviction
process for local authorities.
Kemp announced the step as
he released a report describing
actions
public
housing
authorities around the country
are already taking to solve
drug-related problems.
In a prepared statement, the
secretary of Housing and Urban
Development said HUD would
inform local housing authorities
of ways they can use already ap
propriated federal funds to make
physical and management im
provements aimed at improving
security against drug crimes.
He said HUD would publish a
notice informing local housing
authorities that leases must in
clude explicit provisions that
allow termination of the lease if
any member of a household or
person under the tenant’s control
engages in drug-related criminal
activity.

In February. Kemp asked the
managers of the some 3,000
public housing authorities, which
run federally subsidized public
housing projects, to report to
him on how they are fighting
drugs in the projects.
HUD said it had received
responses from more than l,0(X)
housing agencies so far. It said
drug-related
problems
were
reported by 70 percent of the
medium and large public housing
authorities (managing 500 or
more units) responding.
One third of the small housing
agencies reported drug problems.
“ The responses I have received
make it clear that law-abiding
residents in public housing want
ip be freed from the plague of
drug dealers and drug abusers,
and the criminal activities they
create and spread,” he said.
Kemp last week proposed a
series of steps for fighting drugs
in Washington, D.C., public
housing projects and said he
would recommend them as well
to all public housing agencies
around the nation.

lET YOUR MPIOMA
OPBf SOME DOORS FOR YO U

Colt

OUR ^400 GRADUATION BONUS CAN PUT
YOU IN A NEW CAR NOW.
Your college degree is already paying dividends.
$400 worth to be exact. And you’re eligible for that
cash bonus if you’ll ^aduate in the next four months or if
you graduated within the last 12 months!
The $400 bonus is in addition to any incentives
already in place. On a big selection of brand new cars in
Car Model

Sundance
Colt
LeBaron

Graduation Bonus Cashback Savings **

$400
$400
$400

$500
$500
$1000

Total Savings

$900
$900
$1400

Sun(iance

stock at your Chry^ler-Plymouth dealer.
On economical, fun-to-drive Colts, imported from
Japan. On sporty Plymouth Sundances with over 47 stan
dard features. And on a great looking car you’ll look great
in: Chrysler LeBaron Coupe.
And with sticker prices starting around $6,953; you
won’t go into sticker shock.
You can also take advantage of Chrysler Credit
Corporation’s College Graduate Finance Plan to keep your
payments liveable.
--------The $400 savings bonus is available at any
California Chrysler-Plymouth dealer now ’til
C h r y s le r
December 31,1989.
Plymouth

CALIFORNIA CHRYSLER/PLYMOUTH DEALERS
t7 F
5oQualify, head to your nearest California Chrysler-Plymouth dealer with a copy ofyour diploma or a letter from the 2 year junior collefie or 4 year colleix or universi

t'ndicating your ^ d u a tio n date. C u r^n t graduate students are also eligible I f you have any questions about the offer or your eligibility call toll free
*Base sticker price o f Colt E 3 DR. Excludes options, title and taxes. **On new ’8 8 and ’8 9 dealer stock. Limited time offer
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Campus Clubs

P e rso m i

3AM*
jtXIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MGT
I f ETS THURSDAY 11 AM AG ENG 123
|ME IS RUNNING OUT FOR POLY
1YAL. COME & GET INVOLVED ■
LSO DETAILS ABOUT SAT
\RDV\il\RE PARTY!!

I don i care about you'
Mexico Spring Break 89
prepare now for Spring 90
BETAS GAMMA PHIS SNAKEY K S

KELLY CRIST

El¡.REPUBLICANS
ETING TONIGHT - POLY ROYAL
j

Happy 21 You Are going to be a
mess tonight We love you
The Brizzolara Crew

BLDG RM 111 6 00PM

S.M.E.
SOCIETY OF
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
MEETING THURS 11 AM OFFICER
ELECTIONS POLY ROYAL.BANQUET
BARBCUE.CAMPING,H20 SKI INFO

SUNGLASSES! and an outstanding deal!
Ray-Ban. O a k l^. Vuarnet, Sunclo^.
Revo's. Bucci. Gargoyles. Frogskins.
Maui-Jims Hobie. and Ski Optics
Cheap to start with plus 10% off
the top with a Cal Poly ID Super
Deals on swimwear shorts ar>d Tshirls too The Sea Barn Avila Beach

SKI
TEAM
TWkS A FUN YEAR'

WOW 45

SNOW FELL SUDS FLOWED GATES
SMASHED GREAT TIMES BEHWD,
GREAT TIMES AHEAD -K C

I TEAM MEETMG WED AT 6PM
ist chance to ptcfc up shirls
at Yan’s 1852 Lima 543-9279 _
MOST ACTIVE CLUB ON CAMPUS

IT’S COMING...

THE LONG AMAITEO REUNION!!!
WHEN: MAY 5th and 6th

1st Meeting this qtr-BE THERE
TOPICS-Poty royal. SPC banquet,
and next years VvOM officers. PLUS
a PUBLIC RELATIONS expert will
speak Tonite 6pm(newroom)202 SciN

URATE AND TAE KWON DOE classes
jiart this week Learn mind and
Control through Martial Arts
gn up at Rec Sports Now 7561366

•••WHO NEEDS HOLLYWOOD^***

POLY ROYAL
GONG SHOW
FOR ACT INFO CALL TIA 541-8820
[FIRST ANNUAL WOMEN'S SYMPOSIUM
STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESSFUL
CAREER WOMEN
F rid ^ May 5, 1989 Embassy Suites
Registr
aistration Begins April 12
School of Business Building 2-127
GET FIT AND STAY COOL!
^ec Sports is offering two ways
Beat theheat and stay fit-Aqua
arobics and Swim Coached workout
Itarl this week. Sign up!756-1366

>

M u stan g D a ily
C l a s s if ie d s
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX

«
'I
^

LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

^ P r o g r a m b o a r d looking for a few
.^'ftoood folks! Positions avail for
iB9-90 year sect.treas.publicity,
quip.coor.and spots avail on all
ommittees! Call X1112 or stop by
Btdnt life & activities
_______
^
TENNIS ANYONE?
>ign ups this week for mens and
vomans Tennis Programs Saturday's
[ lOam-noon. Call Rec Sports x1366_______
rUTORS NEEDED FOR ALL CAL POLY
[ACADEMIC COURSES
"ONTACT. TUTOR REFERRAL SERVICE
: h a s e h a l l r o o m io i
TELEPHONE 756-1256

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE"

11 NEED GRADUA
•tTION TICKETS!
IPLEASE, I AM
BEGGING -SELL
ME YOURS 5460852 PLEASE!!
Tracy
How t o u t Dinner? Meet me
same place as last Monday,
same time, 6:45pm.

Bookstore

ANY O S CALL US!
BE HAPPY-VOUR COUNSELORS.OAK

ITG WM 4/19 7 30pm BWg 52 Rm E27
)ET w e t p a r t y -p o l y ROYAL-TRIPS*
ti-fOURNAMENTS-NEW MEMBERS WEL
COME
ML ABILITY LEVELS-WE TEACH'!
COME CHECK US OUT'!

WORD OF MOUTH

EICbrra

PLAN ON IT!!!

, WATER SKI CLUB

Vnderoraduate law association
leets Thursday 4/19 AG Room 200
ew members from all mafors
Ire welcome

Friday
April 21

Gfo^ Nows
ALL GREEK
BIBLE STUDY
WED 8 30
FISH SCIENCE RM 289

AOII CONGRATULATIONS THE NEW
PLEDGE CLASS OF KAO!

CAL POLY
GREEKS!
During Greek Week your Fraternity
or Sorority can advertise Display
Ads in the Mustang Daily for a
___
SPECIAL RATE Call 756-1143
CONGRATS to our NEW EK Actives.
You all did a great |Ot>'
Love your SIGMA K sisters
CONGRATULATIONS TO CAL POLY'S
BETA THETA PI COLONY IN SANTA
BARBARA ON THEIR RECENT INITI
ATION APRIL 9,89 ! THE ED CHAPTER
OF BETA THETA PI WOULD LIKE TO
ALSO THANK KEN MALENSTYN FOR A
JOB WELL DONE W/ OUR ALPHA CLASS
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA-Get ready to
celebrate with the newleyweds
Friday at the Italian Wedding!!!
LOVE.ALPHA CHI

SIGMA NU

Tomorrow be at UU activity hour
With An Eye In The Sky'___________
The IOTA THETA chapter of
PI KAPPA ALPHA is now chartered.
The newly initiated PIKES
couldnl bie happier!

s

ä

ä

Thanks for the great exchange at
Montana D'Oro* You shook us all
night long!' Love, AOII

Over-the line softball tourn
Fri.April 28,10:00am sign-up
at Rec Sports UU119 $9.00/Team

FOUND BLK l e a t h e r JKT CALL 546
0683.DESCRIBE____________________
Gray tabby neutered male cat
missing from Cuesta Park area
Since4-10^89 any info call5442762
LOST Calculator HP28 Reward
No Questions asked 549-9162
PLEASE
Whoever called me about finding
my wallet-call back! I don’t
know who you are This is very
important!
Ruth Livermore

I NEED GRADUATION TICKETS!!
PLEASE, I AM BEGGING • SELL
ME YOURS. 546-0852 PLEASE!!

DO YOU WANNA DANCE?!
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND
WE LL BRING THE PARTY MACHINE
TO YOU!
Zippers replaced $6 . hems $3 6 up
mernting. Helen's Alterations 1591
Mill St 544-0858

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
CALL KAREN AT 544-2690
PROTOTYPE WORD PROCESSING' '
CALL PATTY 544-1783
STICKyT in O E R S ^O R D PROCESSING
CALL DAYNA 544-1417

I NEED
GRADUATION
TICKETS!!
PLEASE. I AM BEGGING - SELL
ME YOURS 548-0852 PLEASE!!

I need someone to take my place
on the ASI Kauaui/Hawaii backpacking/cycling trip. Call Matt if
interestea 541-9387
STUDENTS,FACULTY AND STAFF
•TOUR ESCORTING SEMINAR*Do you
enjoy travelir>g & peopleTIf so
sign
for Gullivers Travel's
Tour Escorting Seminar-Mondays
6to8pm-Science E29-Apr 17424 For
registration info contact Linda
or Ingrid at Gulliver's 541-4141

I) perpa
includes earrings THE GOLD
CONCEPT 740 Higuera 544-1088

AHT needed CPSU Vet clinic 10 to
15hrs./week. Responsibilities
include hematology,bacteriology,
radiology. Starts $6.37/hr. Contact
Sue 756-2539 810 12 M-F_______________
College grads-get the new jobs
you want gel the questions and
answer for a powerful interview
invest in your future today Send
$2 to Vivre Publications PO Box
6025 Morga CA 94540___________________
DAY CAMP STAFF from San Francisco
East Bay for: Counselors, Swim
Staff, Swim Director, Fishing,
Sports, Environmental Education,
Riding Instructors. Maintenance
Positions. Roughing It Day Camp,
P.O. Box 1266, Orinda, CA 94563,
415-283-3795___________________________
DOUGLAS RANCH CAMPS hiring counselors/instructors for summer in
Carmel Valley. 4/20. See Place
ment Center.
Firefighters needed for US Forest
service contract handcrew.The
crew responds to fires throughout
the west from June til September
Interested? Call Kevin 541-4681
GOVERNMENT JOBS $i6,040-59,230/YR
Now hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext. R-10081 for current federal
list.
¡!F 76 u ^ e 1nY er ^ t e d in b e c o m ING A SUMMER 1989- RESIDENT
ADVISOR IN CAL POLY RESIDENCE
HALLS,JOIN US AT ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION SESSIONS:
April 24, 1989
9pm Tenaya Hall

!GRADUATES!
ASI Approved official class photo
graphers. Call for appointments772-5661 of rm218 U.U.(4/17-4/21)
Bring him to his knees with a
little strip-tease! Cat 772-5809

IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFOR
MATION, CALL THE RESIDENT
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE AT
756-3396

JOB

Contacts with 1000 of our
corporate affiliates with current
person to contact listings and
info at Poor Richard’s Press.
CareerNet

Students needed to work in A/V
video production pool on an as
need basis Expenence prefer
red, but not necessary Dependibility a must" Applications
taken m basement of BA4E RM 25
from 9 to noon
Summer Job Interviews - Average
earnings $3,100 Gam valuable exp
erience in advertising.sales 4 pubbc relations selling yellow page
advertising for the California
Polytechnic State University Tel
ephone Directory. Opportunity to
travel nationwide Complete train
ing program in North Carolina. Ex-F penses
paid training program in
Chapel Hill.NC Looking for enthuslastic.goal ormntated students for
challenging.w( :i-pa> ng summer job
Some internsf.ps eviilable Inter
views on campus WMnesday.Apnl 26th
Sign up at Placement Center

16 Channel Programable Scanner
Uniden Bearcat 560x11
Mobile/Base unit.Listen to local
Police4fire and much morel
160$obo Freqs available
call Pete at 541-9393 Iv mg___________
^ O U S T IC Amp 4 Cabinet $525 OBO
Call for details Kurt 544-8798

BARGAIN

LOFT FOR SALE EASY TO ASSEMBLE
Great for utilizing space!
Made from the finest wood
Fits a twin bed. Price Negotiable
Michelle 541-9118 eves.________________
COMPUTER DESK With HUTCH $75
8087 5MHz ONLY $75 1200 Baud
INTERNAL MODEM $50 Obo LEAVE
MESSAGE AT 549-9288 ANDY
Queensize waveless waterbed exc.
Condition, Heater, Liner4Frame
$125- Call 543-2307
UNIVEGA 12-SPEED, $75. OLYMPUS
POCKET 35-MM CAMERA. $35 STEW
541-4596.
YAMAHA KEYBOARD. NEW $225 WILL
SELL FOR $125 543-9178

'79 SUZUKI GS425 WITH HELMET,
HANDBOOK AND GLOVES $250
543-9178

NISHIKI PRESTIGE (road bike)
12-speed, 543-1664 ask for Mike

71 VW Super Bug/Tangerine Orange
VG COND/S1200 Firm/772-4580 ÉVES.

$220 own room in house
non-smoking female needed
big backyard, washer/dryer
close to Poly 544-2852
2 rms avail in 3 bdrm hse.femaies
only.w/d.utils pd,no pets,smokers
3204dep. 543-1831 leave message
Begin your Summer quarter living in
a beautiful townhouse located in
Laguna area Call Ruth 543-1522
(female rm.mate)-reasonable rent.
I am going on Co-op and must rent
my room. Share large room in a
large two bedrm appartment close
to Poly. Available NOW! 544-2465
Own room w/bath $250/mo,3Bedrm
Great home-f.Morro Bay (mins.
to Poly!) Julie 772-7888 (mess)_______
Own room.half bath 215/mo. 2BR
house near Poly and bus.M/F,
fairly neat and quiet.544-0438
Room 4 Rent townhouse own Room
April-June only 312.50/mo.
Close to Poly Call 541-9237.
ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE 285/MO
CLOSE TO TOWN AND POLY
CALL 544-3751 (LAURIE)

ROOM FOR RENT

Male Roommate r>eeded
2 BDRM HOUSE close to Poly
Washer/Dryer $250 per mo plus util
No Animals CALL Thom 541-8667
ROOM FOR RENT ON R ^ C hT
OKAY FOR SPRING OTR ONLY
PETS OKAY $225 541-3503

Rental Housing
'/2 bdrm townhouses Walk to PolyPool.sauna.Iaundry.For fTKKe info
call 543-2032
3 biks from Campus.orte and Two
bedrm Townhouse.pool.sauna
laundry Rm 543-2032 avail Fall
5bdr summer rent house-big backyd
wash/d^er, furnished 541-9505
MUST SEE call soon to arrange
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
PRIVATE OR SHARED ROOM
CALL 544-7772 EVENINGS 772-3927
Avail Summer/Fall one large room
in beautiful decorator designed
condo fum.$480 2bdrm condo/garage
hottub $900: 3bdrm condo garage
yard $1200: Fall rental 5bdrm house
yard $1325. All are close to bus
and shopping 541-3432__________________
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
50 FT FROM CAL POLY
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATLY FOR TWO
MALES.ONLY$140/MO
Jump on it fast because it won't
last long'
Call Dino 546-8554
NOW ACCEPTING 10 AND 12 MONTH
LEASES BEGINNING JUNE OR SEPT
FOR THREE BEDROOM APTS 543-1450
EVES. 544-1023________________________

STUCK HERE 4
THE SUMMER?

Never fear! 2BDRM Duplex
sublet avail 6/19 $525/mo.NEG
10 min from Poly, backyard,
wash.mach. Call Alison or
Donna x1143 days, 544-3716 eve

AAA!BEST PRICED CONDOS 4 HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
AVAILABLE, ON CAMPUS CALLMARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? FoTa ~
FREE LIST of all the least
expensive houses 4 condos for sale
in SLO CALL Steve Nelson 543-8370
and leave message.Farrell Smyth.Inc
Two Bedroom,twobath with two
car garage.great location all
for $115,000.00 Call 543-6361

Business
Directory
California style CHEESECAKE
is for sale by the slice in the
dairy section at the campus store
Vanilla,Chocolate,Cherry,Amaretto

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE
Laser prints;fast service:546-0844
RESUMES.GRAPHICS,LASER PRINTS
Dreamscape Does IT! 541-6234

C.W. Lavelle Secretarial Services
Studt disc. Quality work 528-5830
R4R WORD PROCESSING 544-'259T
(RONA) Serving Cal Poly tor 14yrs
LASER PRINTER/Studt.Rates By Appt
RESUMES, Senior Projects 4 More!
Laser Printer - Laura-549-8966
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English officials say police reacted slowly
SHEFFIELD, England (AP)
— Criticism grew of how police
handled the stadium crush that
killed 94 soccer fans, and the
government said Monday it may
ban standing-room-only sections
like the one where the tragedy
occurred.
Officials and fans accused

South Yorkshire police of letting
thousands of late arrivals into
Hillsborough stadium, then reac
ting too slowly when the surging
crowd crushed people against a
steel anti-riot fence in one of the
concrete terrace areas packed
with standees.
Home S ecretary Douglas

Hurd, speaking to a hushed
House of Commons, said an in
vestigative panel led by Lord
Justice Taylor would begin wnrk
Tuesday and “ make recommen
dations about the needs of crowd
control and safety at sports
grounds.”

VALENCIA

TAKE THE CHALLENGE!!!
DO THE OTHER GUYS HAVE.....
Private Fitness Center • Fully Staffed Computer Lab •
Private Bedrooms • Aerobics Classes • Recreation
Center • Swimming Pool • 24-hour Security

Valencia does!!! Take a tour today!!

555 Ramona D rive

Valencia

Tokyo journalist beaten
to death by angry youths
TOKYO (AP) — An award
winning newspaper columnist
died Tuesday after being beaten
by two youths he had approach
ed to complain about noise from
their idling engines, police said.
Masahiro Yoshino of the na
tional newspaper Mainichi
Shimbun, who won a Japan Press
Club award in 1987 for his col
umn ‘‘Pieces from Recent
Events” and an award of the
Japan Newspaper Editors and
Publishers Association in 1964
for his coverage of organized vio
lence by gangsters.
Yoshino, S6, died at a hospital
five hours after he was punched
and kicked by the young men,
who fled in a car, said a police offtcial, who spoke on condition of

anonymity.
He said Yoshino was beaten
Monday night in front of a small
railway station in Fujisawa, 30
miles southwest of Tokyo.
Yoshino. who apparently had
been drinking at dinner, was
returning home with his wife and
42-year-old nephew when he
picked up a steel pipe from the
road and approached the youths
The motorcycle rider was noisi
ly racing his engine, the official
said. Yoshino told the youths,
“ I don’t like hot rodders. | vvill
teach you to behave yourselves.”
Two young men emerged from
one car, took the steel pipe from
Yoshino, punched him to the
ground and kicked him repeaiedy
in the head, the official added.
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Lower Level, University Union

COPIES

COPIES

(805) 756-2848

• Canon C olor Laser Copies
.
• Resunte Service
^ Iw
• Placement Center Interview/Resume Forms Laser Printed
• Personal Accounts-Billed once a m onth no hassels
• Free pickup and delivery on campus

YOUR CAMPUS COPY CENTER

805- 543-1452

zaiiaaiiinm iiiit:
Tropicana O range Juice 1 9 9
Reg. or Homestyle—H alf Gallon Carton

Country Hearth Light Bread Q Q

C O IN VER G EN T: An in<liHi>

ONCAMPUS
INTERVIEWS

t('U4l«*r in lltr lirsign. munnriMiim*
and marketing of higli-«|iialil\ «‘oin-

\M-J)NESDAY. APRIL 26

White or Wheat-1 Pound Loaf

Green Giant Microwave Vegetables /^ Q
S m ^ Serve Selected Varieties^. 5 to 8.1 Oz. Box-Frozen
s«-rvers in a d istrilinted lo m -

eommen-ial nsn. Its pnMlnets

Hillshire FarmDeli Selea Meats 179

nin^ talent like von!

(,TOS o|M-rating svstems with

Me an- at thi- forefnmt o f «-ominiTeial svstems development and we
aie leaders in 804Hf) and K IS (i

BS/MSEE
Ilartlwarp Eii^iiirers

Selected Varieties-6 Oz. or Bun Size Franks-16 Oz.

^pBartles &Jaymes Wine Coolers 9 59
Berry, Peach or Ongmal-4 Pack/12 Ounce N.R.B.

i'o m |ia lilile workstations and
sf'nei-s have an installed hase
o f .S.SO.tMM) units worldwide.

Produce
Item .,
Y our Chotee

S ‘e vonr career planning
f

ami placement offu'e to sign up

D IV IS IO N : Me an- a leading

for an inli-rview. M<’ an* an eipial

M ipplier o f workstations and

opportunitv emplover.

“

N o. 829

integrated networking. (ITOS

aiehiteiinrei*.
C L ilS T E R .SYSTEMS

100

pnling environment for the

aie liaseil ii|Hm indiisti-v leading

BS/MSiii
SuflwHrr Enpiirers

Yoplait Original Yogurt

X

or Lt^Jt, Assorted Flavors-6 Ounce Container

initer |lnHllHi^ Ík liMtking for liriglil.

ITNIX SYini:iHS I)IVISK>N:

•^

’

^

Uuùt Om Offtr Pmr Pmmh.
C < u a m B m (^ 4 fî9 é ru 4 f2 S f8 9 .

ReMemMt Only Mt Vom.
PRICES EFFECTIVE 6 AJH. APRIL 19 THRU MIDNIGHT APRIL 2 5 , 19 8 9 .

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT QUANTITIES.

lltcNHworkt «Hii|HiliiHI<avNipoTI iiIms
27IMI N. Kirvi

.Nin Jn-si', ( A

iVONS

